
Wall Bracket with Clip and Hooks
Series 1017

This is a wall bracket with a rubber clip and polypropylene hooks that holds up to 3 products. 

Proper storage of cleaning equipment supports hygienic environments and helps to extend the 

usable life of the equipment.

Rubber Clips 
Securely hold up to four 
tools per bracket

Interchangeable Parts 
Customize the bracket 
to hold just the tools 
you need

Extendable Length 
Mount brackets 
adjacently for custom 
storage solutions

Polypropyelene 
Hooks

Allows proper storage of 
any tool with a hanging 
hole
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Wall Bracket with Clip and Hooks 
1017  

Brackets can be extended by 

mounting multiple pieces adjacently. 

Rubber hooks and clips are 

interchangeable to adapt to custom 

storage needs. The rubber clip

design of this bracket formly holds 

equipment in place.

Specifications:

Length: 6.15"

Width:  3.15"

Height: 2.35"

FDA Compliant Raw Material: Yes

Material: Polypropylene / Rubber

Unit Weight: 0.3 lbs

Colors
When ordering, add the color digit to the  
base part number to denote color.

21 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

21 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Fully updated product specifications are available at Vikan.com.

The Color-Coding System
Remco and Vikan® brands offer an integrated color-coding system to help mitigate the risk 

of cross-contamination in food processing facilities. With an array of color-coded tools and 

storage brackets, and years of experience building effective  

color-coding systems, the experts at Remco Products Corporation 

can help you effectively apply color-coding to divide and identify 

different zones or processing tasks. As a result, workers can 

more easily comply with material handling and hygienic cleaning 

procedures to maintain stringent food safety standards. 

Please see the full-line catalog for a complete list of Remco™ and Vikan® products.

 Brackets  Brooms Brushes Shovels Scrapers Squeegees Tubs Pails  


